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WISCONSIN ALCOHOL POLICY PROJECT 

Awarding Alcohol Licenses: Issues and Procedures 

To be an effective advocate for an improved alcohol environment, you must understand how your 
municipality grants alcohol licenses. A significant portion of the community alcohol environment is 
determined by the number, location and character of the places alcohol is sold or served. When local 
elected leaders exercise their authority with an understanding of how alcohol outlets impact the 
community, licensing decisions support public safety and health. 

In Wisconsin, an alcohol retail license is a privilege granted to a specific person, partnership, or 
corporation, to sell and/or serve alcohol to customers at a specific location, including (but not limited 
to) bars, taverns, restaurants, clubs, festivals, liquor stores, convenience stores, gas stations, grocery 
stores, supermarkets, and pharmacies. If a business is sold, or ownership changes, the new owner’s 
application is treated as a new application. Deciding which (and how many) people or businesses will 
get alcohol licenses, and which will not, is an important authority granted to Wisconsin municipalities 
(cities, villages, and towns). 

Wisconsin imposes very few procedural requirements on awarding new alcohol licenses. Each 
municipality can create its own alcohol license review policy, but the policy must meet three state 
requirements: 

• Applicants use the application form designated by the state, or a local application requiring at
least the same information.

• Municipality publishes the name of the applicant and location of the proposed establishment in
the community newspaper.

• Granting of the license requires a vote of approval by the governing body of the municipality
(village trustees, common council, etc.).

Within those basic requirements, municipal processes and systems vary dramatically. The mandated 
steps form the foundation for individual community review. Working within that framework, a 
community can create a process that encourages citizen participation and a thoughtful review of the 
applicant and the proposed location prior to final action. The chart in Appendix 4 provides a general 
map of the process. Once awarded, alcohol licenses can only be suspended, revoked, or non‐renewed 
for cause, often after an expensive and lengthy process. Accordingly, it is very important for 
municipalities to award licenses after a thorough investigation and thoughtful deliberation. 

This workbook guides you through your municipal system for awarding alcohol licenses. Even if you are 
familiar with local practice, confirm what you know. Systems, especially systems based on tradition and 
individuals as opposed to adopted policies and procedures, change over time. Until you know and 
understand your municipal licensing system, your suggestions – no matter how valid – will lack 
credibility. 
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ALCOHOL LICENSING WORKBOOK 

Section 1: What are the mechanics of issuing licenses to sell or serve alcohol in the municipality? 

1.  Who (by name or office) accepts applications for new alcohol licenses in your community and when
is that office open?

Name/Office:  Hours of operation:

2.  Who (by name or office) accepts applications for new alcohol licenses in your community and when
is that office open?

Name/Office:  Hours of operation:

3. Many communities require supplemental application information in addition to what is required by
the state. The information on the Original Alcohol Beverage License Application AT‐106 (see
Appendix #1) is required by state law, and an auxiliary questionnaire, AT 103, (see Appendix #2) is
state‐provided but not required. Has your community created a local application or supplemental
form?

□ Yes (Ask for a copy.) □ No

4. Does your community provide a checklist or pre‐screening document that allows applicants to
understand what the community requires before filing an application?

□ Yes (Ask for a copy.) □ No.

5. Does a staff member screen applicants and return any deficient applications?

□ Yes □ No

6. Who verifies eligibility for the licensee, including residency [must have resided continuously in
Wisconsin for at least 90 days prior to the application date], age [must be 21 or older], seller’s
permit [issued by the Department of Revenue], and completion of a responsible beverage server
training course [required by state law]?

Name/Office:

7. Does a different individual conduct a criminal background check?

□ Yes (if so, Name/Office: □ No

8. Is there a written application review process or policy?

□ Yes (Ask for a copy.) □ No.
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9. Is there is an unwritten, but generally accepted license review policy, communicated verbally to new
staff and members of the governing body?

□ Yes (Talk to the staff to learn the steps just like a new staff member.) □ No.

10. Where are public notices for license applications published, and how often? [Required to be
published in the local newspaper by state law.]

Where?

How often?

11. Does the municipality require notification of the area or local posting in addition to the published
notice?

□ Yes □ No

12. How does your municipality notify neighboring homes and businesses about pending alcohol license
applications? Are only property owners notified, or will people who rent or work in the area be
aware of the pending license?

a. Is clear and distinctive signage posted at the proposed location to alert passers‐by
about the application and possible hearing?

□ Yes □ No

b. Is an advisory sent by U.S. mail or e‐mail, or by automated telephone calls that
deliver a recorded message (robo or reverse 911 calls)?

□ Yes (Specify means of notification: ) □ No

13. Observe a meeting of the committee or commission which reviews alcohol license applications prior
to a vote of the governing body. Compare what people tell you and how you see written policies
administered. Take very careful notes; two note takers who compare perceptions after the meeting
is even better.

Use the checklists in Sections 2 and 3 as a guide while observing the meeting.

NOTE: Some municipal governing bodies may review alcohol licenses without any committee
review. Municipalities are not required to have a committee review or public hearing on alcohol
licenses. [State law requires a vote of the municipal governing body.]

14. While examining written policies, look to see if they consider the areas of information listed in
Sections 2 and 3.

If you find gaps, ask the clerk, law enforcement officers, or others involved in the process, how
information is requested or provided before issuing a license, but outside the official review process.

Your goal is to know what information is considered, who provides it and how it is evaluated prior to
the vote on a license.
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Municipalities may request additional information not required on the state application. Examine 
municipal policies and practices to determine if your municipality knows the answers to the questions 
in Sections 2 and 3 (below) before awarding a license. 

Section 2: What does your community know about the applicant’s proposed business and facility 
before the license is awarded? 

Asking detailed questions on the application and requiring the submission of business‐related 
documents—such as diagrams, floor plans, and business and management plans—allow the municipality 
to determine how the applicant plans to present the establishment to the community and will help a 
municipality consider whether an applicant is likely to become a problem or an asset for the community. 

For Class “A” or “Class A” Licenses (alcohol sold for consumption elsewhere): 

1. What is the primary purpose of the retailer?

2. Is it a convenience store, grocery store, sports or camping supply retailer?

3. Are gas pumps present on the property?

For Class “B” and “Class B" Licenses (alcohol sold for on‐premises consumption): 

1. What is the primary activity of a proposed establishment?

NOTE: Wisconsin does not distinguish between on‐premises Class B licenses for bars and
restaurants. Both restaurants and taverns that want to serve beer, wine and spirits require the same
type of alcohol license. Accordingly, community groups and elected officials should ask careful
questions to draw a distinction.

2. How does the licensee describe the business? Does the proposed name place the emphasis on food
or alcohol beverages (e.g., Sam’s Bar and Grill or Sam’s Supper Club)?

A community may ask a business to indicate what percentage of revenue it anticipates from alcohol
sales and other sources such as food, providing an indication of the applicant’s focus.

3. Will any food be prepared and sold on site?

A menu can help determine if food choices are snacks or meals, helping to distinguish between
restaurants and taverns.

4. What are the proposed hours of operation?

Closing time is another clue that distinguishes a restaurant from a bar. Restaurants often close
earlier than taverns or bars (establishments that focus on alcohol sales). Some communities have
problems with restaurants that turn into clubs after food service ends and tables are moved out.
Attaching license conditions that close restaurants earlier can prevent restaurants from “morphing”
into clubs after the kitchen closes.
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For bars, license conditions that stagger closing times by as little as 15 minutes can reduce police 
problems with traffic, unruly pedestrians and closing time disorder. For more information on license 
conditions, see Appendix 5. 

5. Does a “Class B” applicant plan to offer drink specials that could promote over‐drinking?

NOTE: The license could contain a condition prohibiting all‐you‐can‐drink, or time limited/quantity
unlimited drink specials.

For both Class A and B Licenses: 

1. Is this a new application, a renewal, or an amendment to an existing license?

In Wisconsin, an alcohol retail license is a privilege granted to a specific person, partnership, or
corporation, to sell and/or serve alcohol to customers at a specific location. A new owner or
operator must apply for a new original alcohol license (not a renewal), even if the previous owner or
operator had an alcohol license for the same location.

2. Does the applicant have property rights to the proposed premises? Does the applicant own or rent
the proposed premises? Has the applicant submitted a copy of the rental agreement, lease, deed, or
mortgage?

3. What is the physical layout of the proposed area where alcohol will be sold, served, and stored? Are
scale drawings required or requested?

Research shows room and building design can reduce or escalate alcohol related disorder and
violence, problems that can be avoided by a careful review of the plans. Municipalities may require
drawings to scale showing all entrances, exits, stages, dancing areas, serving areas, parking, and
seating areas.

4. Does the licensed area as defined on the application define the area that alcohol is both stored and
sold narrowly? If not, what is the compelling reason to approve a larger licensed area?

A municipality may choose to license a portion of a building and restrict alcohol sales to that area.
Grocery stores, for instance, can be required to limit alcohol sales and events to a single area of the
store. For reasons to ensure that the area of the licensed premises is narrowly defined, see
Appendix #3, “The Importance of the Licensed Premises Description.”

5. What products or activities will be marketed adjacent to the licensed area? For example: Will
gasoline be sold at the same building as single servings of alcohol such as cans of products? Will
alcohol be sold next to the checkout area?

Municipalities may regulate whether businesses that sell gasoline may also sell alcohol beverages
and what types of beverages or quantities of beverage are sold. The regulations may be adopted as
ordinances or placed in the license conditions.
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6. Maximum establishment capacity (maximum number of people in the establishment) requested by
applicant.

NOTE: A municipality may set the capacity of a licensed establishment lower than fire code allows
based on the structure’s design. Many municipalities default to the maximum capacity established
by the fire inspector, forfeiting an important tool. Licensed capacity can become a concern for the
community if an over concentration of outlets develops. For example, capacity can impact sidewalk
use, parking, traffic, and crowd control at closing time.

7. How far is the applicant’s location from schools, churches, parks, medical facilities, and other
locations where youth are often present?

Convenience stores and other convenience retail outlets are prime targets for youth attempting to
acquire alcohol. Convenience stores and gas stations with alcohol advertising visible from the
exterior can increase youth exposure to alcohol advertising, a factor in alcohol initiation.

8. Does the applicant have a written business plan? What role does alcohol sale play in this plan?

Read the business plan. It should show the level of planning and capitalization of a venture, its
marketing plan, and target clientele.

9. What is the anticipated ratio of gross income for alcohol income to income from other products and
services?

10. What alcohol products are planned for sale by the applicant? (6 packs, single servings, kegs).

11. Has the applicant met with local neighborhood associations (residential) and adjacent property
owners to describe the proposed licensed establishment? Who examines plans, drawings, or other
documents on behalf of the neighborhood or adjacent properties?

12. What is the security plan for the licensed area, including: plans to screen and review identification,
the number of door or security staff, the number and location of closed‐circuit TV, and
entry/reentry limitations?

13. What are the plans for parking, entrance and waiting line security?

In summary, what does your community know about the applicant’s plans for the business and the 
facility?  

Some considerations: 

• Municipalities can consider the likelihood of boredom or physical discomfort in a proposed
establishment as relevant factors to deny a new application.

o Alcohol related problems are more likely to occur when people are uncomfortable. Physical
discomfort caused by crowding, bumping, difficulty reaching the bathrooms, poor
ventilation, or lighting contributes to alcohol related violence.
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o Boredom is another factor that leads to alcohol related disorder. Fortunately, that can be
alleviated by something as simple as televisions in a bar.

• Business plans indicate how the business plans to market itself, the staffing pattern, and security
plans. These issues are all relevant to the licensing decision. It is also useful to know if the applicant
has not prepared these documents.

Section 3: What does your municipality know about the applicant or agent before granting an alcohol 
license? 

Municipalities have the right to gather information about the proposed licensee to help inform whether 
the applicant/agent will operate in compliance with the law and be an asset to the community. 

1. Has the applicant held an alcohol license before – anywhere in the nation? Does the record indicate
any previous problems with local law enforcement, community groups or neighbors?

2. Does your municipality conduct a full criminal background check on all applicants, agents, and
business partners prior to reviewing or voting on an alcohol license?

3. Do the applicant, agent or partners have alcohol‐related offenses, including underage drinking
citations or OWI convictions, which may indicate individual problems with alcohol use?

Section 4: Does your municipality consider the impact of another alcohol license on the neighborhood 
or the community alcohol environment? 

State law does not require a public hearing or an evaluation of community impact prior to awarding an 
alcohol license, but alcohol licenses must be awarded at a public meeting, posted as required by 
Wisconsin’s Open Meetings Law. 

Groups and individuals can appear at the meeting to comment on alcohol licenses prior to a vote. Once 
a license is placed on the agenda and posted for a vote, the process varies from community to 
community. Knowing what to expect allows you to prepare. To advocate effectively, it is important to 
understand who makes or influences the decision. One must understand how a community operates 
and how decisions are made to be effective. 

1. Does the municipality consider licenses at each meeting?

2. Does the Police Department or Sheriff provide a recommendation or report on the applicant or
the proposed establishment?

3. Is the applicant expected to attend? What happens if an applicant is absent?

4. Is testimony from residents common? Is it clear to attendees when members of the public
may speak? (Public comment on specific license applications is rare in many municipalities.)

5. Does the municipality have legal counsel present? What is their role in awarding the
license?

6. Is the impact of the license on the community or community residents discussed?
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7. What is the tone of the discussion? Are applicants questioned? Are the police or committee
reports discussed?

8. Does the governing body commonly defer to the judgment or preferences of a particular
local alderman, trustee, or council member?

In summary, does the municipality know how alcohol sales by this business at this location will impact 
the neighborhood and the overall alcohol environment of the community? 

Section 5: Test Your Knowledge 

If your group has answered the questions in Sections 1‐4, you should know how alcohol is licensed in 
your municipality. Test your knowledge by describing the alcohol license review process in your 
community. It may be helpful to create a chart of the alcohol licensing process, listing all the 
governmental groups and individuals included in the review. (See Appendix #4, Sample Chart of the 
Alcohol Licensing Process.) Then answer these questions: 

1. What does an applicant need to know about his business before filing an application for an
alcohol license in your municipality?

2. What does the municipality know – and verify – about the applicant and the proposed
business before awarding the license?

3. What and when can your neighborhood association or community coalition tell Alders,
Trustees, or Town Board members about the impact of the proposed license on the
community alcohol environment?

Section 6: Meeting with Local Elected Leaders 

When your group can answer the questions in Section 5, you are ready to make appointments with the 
people who award licenses. The purpose of these meetings is to learn how local elected leaders view 
the process and their role in alcohol licensing. If your group has attended and monitored meetings as 
suggested in Section 1 and Section 4, your local elected leaders will recognize your interest in the 
municipal alcohol licensing process. 

Suggestion: Local elected officials have substantial discretion in awarding or denying licenses. Your 
group may hope for a different or more inclusive process in the future; but try to avoid any implication 
that the current process is “wrong.” Chances are very good the current procedure is legal but fails to 
exercise the full range of opportunities available to municipal government by state statute. Building 
bridges during these discussions is the best option for securing long‐term change. 

Some suggested questions to ask: 

• Who takes the lead on each alcohol license application?

• What issues do you consider when evaluating an alcohol license application?

• During the application process, how do you identify a problem or troubled licensee?

• How often does [our municipality] attach license conditions to a new alcohol license? Can you
give me an example? See Appendix #5 for more information on license conditions.
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• How do you think our alcohol licensees impact the community?

• How do our licensees impact our alcohol culture?

• We would like to be more involved in the review process. What would you suggest we do?

You might state why you feel that making some modifications to the current licensing process would 
improve your community’s alcohol environment. If you do so, also emphasize your common ground: you 
are both working for a healthy and prosperous community.  

Remember to thank the elected official for his/her time. Try to leave on a positive note. 

APPENDICES TO THE AWARDING ALCOHOL LICENSES GUIDE 

Appendix #1: State of Wisconsin Form AT‐106 (R. 3‐19), Original Alcohol Beverage License 
Application. https://www.revenue.wi.gov/DORForms/at‐106f.pdf. Note that the current form 
has a much larger space for the premises description than earlier forms. 

Appendix #2: State of Wisconsin Form AT‐103 (R. 7‐18), Auxiliary Questionnaire: Alcohol 
Beverage License Application. https://www.revenue.wi.gov/DORForms/at‐103f.pdf. 

Appendix #3: The Importance of the Licensed Premises Description as it appears on the 
license. 

Appendix #4: Sample Chart of the Alcohol Licensing Process 

Appendix #5: License Conditions 

Appendix #6: License Suspension, Non‐Renewal and Revocation 

Wisconsin Alcohol Policy Project 
Comprehensive Injury Center, Medical College of Wisconsin 

Please contact us for questions, technical assistance, or training. 

Maureen Busalacchi, Director, mbusalacchi@mcw.edu 

Felice Borisy‐Rudin, Policy Analyst, fborisyrudin@mcw.edu 

https://www.mcw.edu/departments/comprehensive‐injury‐center/wi‐alcohol‐policy‐project 

WARNING AND DISCLAIMER: THE WISCONSIN ALCOHOL POLICY PROJECT PROVIDES TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE, TOOLS, AND TRAININGS. THE WISCONSIN ALCOHOL POLICY PROJECT DOES NOT PROVIDE 
LEGAL ADVICE, LEGAL COUNSEL, OR LEGAL REPRESENTATION. READING THE CONTENT PROVIDED BY 
THE WISCONSIN ALCOHOL POLICY PROJECT DOES NOT ESTABLISH AN ATTORNEY‐CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. 
CONTACTING THE WISCONSIN ALCOHOL POLICY PROJECT OR PROVIDING IT OR ITS STAFF WITH 
INFORMATION DOES NOT ESTABLISH AN ATTORNEY‐CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. IF YOU NEED LEGAL 
REPRESENTATION, YOU SHOULD CONSULT WITH YOUR OWN ATTORNEY.  

https://www.revenue.wi.gov/DORForms/at-106f.pdf
https://www.revenue.wi.gov/DORForms/at-103f.pdf
mailto:mbusalacchi@mcw.edu
mailto:fborisyrudin@mcw.edu
https://www.mcw.edu/departments/comprehensive-injury-center/wi-alcohol-policy-project
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Appendix #1: State of Wisconsin Form AT‐106 (R. 3‐19), Original Alcohol Beverage License 
Application. Available at https://www.revenue.wi.gov/DORForms/at‐106f.pdf. Note that the 
current form has a much larger space for the premises description than earlier forms. 

https://www.revenue.wi.gov/DORForms/at-106f.pdf
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Appendix #2:  State of Wisconsin Form AT‐103:  Optional Supplementary Questionnaire 
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Appendix #3: The Importance of the Licensed Premises Description as it appears on the 
license. 

Municipalities should require a very narrow description of the licensed premises for all new licenses. The 
standard application form provided by the DOR leaves six lines for a description of the area in which 
alcohol can be sold, served, consumed, and stored. Additional pages may be added to supplement the 
description. Unfortunately, some municipalities are still using the older form that only had a single line 
available. If so, they should update their form.  

When completing this form, many applicants describe the licensed premises as the address of the 
proposed establishment. This is problematic and an inadequate description; because if this is how the 
licensed premises is defined, alcohol can be sold, served, and consumed anywhere at that address. 

Municipal leaders should request or even create a specific, narrow description of the licensed premises 
before the license is awarded. Research and the effects of recent court decisions require communities to 
be as specific as possible when identifying the exact area where alcohol may be sold or served. 

A broadly defined description of the area in which alcohol can be stored, sold, served, or consumed may 
affect public safety and health, as seen in the following examples: 

Outdoor Concert Venue 

PROBLEM: An outdoor concert venue covering over 50 acres was the defined licensed area for a 
Class “B” and “Class B” license (alcohol to be served and consumed on the site) in western 
Wisconsin. The broad definition allows alcohol to be stored, sold, served, and consumed 
anywhere on that tract of land. Clearly, it is difficult to control youth access to alcohol or locate 
seriously impaired individuals over such a large expanse. 

SOLUTION: The license could limit alcohol sales and consumption to a much smaller area to 
allow for more crowd control and limit opportunities for underage drinking. 

Large public buildings 

PROBLEM: Areas open to the public, such as art galleries and civic centers, may license the 
entire building if portions of it are used for events or are rented out for weddings or similar 
private gatherings. A large unrestricted area for alcohol sales and/or consumption can 
contribute to alcohol related problems. 

SOLUTION: Although a large building may be licensed, consider restricting event space to 
smaller areas or zones. For example, while an entire gallery may be licensed, each event is 
limited to a portion of the space and a maximum number of attendees. 

Large and “big box” retailers 

PROBLEM: Alcohol retailing has changed in recent years. The display of alcohol is no longer 
relegated to a limited area, but can be near compatible foods, such as fish or meat. While 
harmless or even practical on the surface, this practice increases youth exposure to alcohol and 
alcohol advertising. For example, while many individuals consider beer an inherent part of any 
picnic, displays of beer together with hot dogs, chips and ice cream will be seen by large 
numbers of children. Recently alcopops and single serving cocktails have become popular to be 
displayed in bright colors at child’s eye level. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
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have suggested that alcohol advertising be at least 36 inches off the floor to minimize the 
number of youth able to view the advertising at eye level. 

SOLUTION: Limit alcohol to a specific aisle or areas of the store and require that area to be 
closed or secured if the store is open after the hours for alcohol sales have ended. This approach 
also has the advantage of assuring that alcohol and alcohol‐free products are not co‐mingled in 
refrigerator cases where consumers may select the wrong beverage. 

Golf Courses 

PROBLEM: Many golf courses are licensed with rolling carts selling alcohol and other beverages 
to golfers on the course area. 

SOLUTION: Limit alcohol sales to the clubhouse where both sales and consumption can be 
monitored. 

As these examples show, it is important to narrowly define the licensed premises. Note that licensed 
areas of an establishment do not need to be contiguous in most Wisconsin communities. A single license 
can cover a storage area off the retail area or cooler and an unconnected specified area where alcohol 
will be displayed within the store. Areas that alcohol merely passes through, such as check‐out areas, do 
not need to be included in the licensed description. Adding those areas of the store to the description, 
or failing to narrowly describe the licensed area, allows alcohol to be displayed and sold near the check‐
out or throughout the store, which, as we have seen, may not be desirable.  

Communities should narrowly define the licensed area when granting original licenses. In 2012, the 
Wisconsin Supreme Court clarified that a municipality does not have the authority to unilaterally modify 
the description of a licensed area after a license has been granted. (Wis. Dolls, LLC v. Town of Dell 
Prairie, 2012 WI 76, 342 Wis. 2d 350, 815 N.W. 2d 690.) Once the license is granted, any changes to the 
licensed area must be agreed upon by both the licensee and the municipality. 

The best time to make sure that the premises are narrowly defined is before the new applicant’s license 
is granted. New applications present a critical window of opportunity to define the terms of the license. 
Prior to granting a license, the municipality can specify the licensed area based upon the needs of the 
community, and if the applicant dislikes that description, the only recourse is negotiation and political 
persuasion. After a license is granted, the period when a municipality may dictate the selling and serving 
area has passed. The lesson for municipal leaders is clear: defining the licensed area narrowly at the 
outset protects the community by requiring licensees to return to the Council or Village Board for 
changes. 

Amendments to Premises 

Sometimes, a licensee will come back to the Council or Village Board with a proposed amendment to the 
premises. Some proposed changes will be harmless, such as adding additional storage area; others may 
have an unintentional negative impact. 

For example, many licensed establishments have outdoor serving areas for summer months or to allow 
people to drink and smoke outside. Some communities quickly expanded the licensed area to the 
property line as outdoor patio and smoking options were created. Others responded to the COVID‐19 
pandemic by requesting expansions of their outdoor premises. 
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When written too broadly, those descriptions allowed people to wander in parking areas while they 
consumed alcohol, creating public safety concerns and problems for local police. When municipalities 
attempted to narrow the description, some licensees were uncooperative.  

Many municipalities avoided this problem by requiring detailed plans for proposed smoking decks or 
COVID19 expansions and withholding approval until that narrow definition of the outdoor area was 
reviewed by the neighborhood.  

Retailers will talk about the need for flexibility when they attempt to license a very large area or even 
the entire building, such as a big‐box or grocery store. Creating a narrowly defined area doesn’t 
eliminate flexibility; a municipality may amend the premises description at any point with the 
agreement of the licensee. When the licensed area is defined narrowly, the flexibility to change the area 
later still exists, but the ability for the owner to change it without the consent of the community is gone. 

Retailers may volunteer to limit alcohol to a modest percentage of the shelf space, but request the 
entire building be part of the licensed area. However, a promise to voluntarily limit use of the licensed 
premises is not binding on the applicant, while the broad licensed area binds the municipality. Distant 
corporate decisions and personnel changes often result in verbal promises being broken.  

Any agreement or understanding as to where alcohol will be sold or consumed should be put in writing 
as a condition to the actual license before the original license is issued. Each municipality can and should 
make license agreements binding by including them as part of the license itself as a condition.  
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Appendix #5: License Conditions 

To effectively control the circumstances by which alcohol is sold to consumers, municipalities should 
consider applying specific conditions prior to granting a new alcohol license. Requiring license 
conditions is a useful and often underutilized tool that allows a community to tailor a license to the very 
specific concerns of each licensee without amending local ordinances.  

License conditions can be extremely helpful to municipalities at limiting problems associated with 
alcohol sales and service, provided that the municipality effectively enforces the conditions. When 
considering applications for a new Class A or Class B alcohol license, the municipality may attach specific 
conditions to the license. License conditions can address past problems at a location and secure binding 
assurances for the community. Prior to a vote granting a new license, an applicant has an incentive (the 
license) to agree to proposed conditions. Frequently, the applicant will agree to the conditions if the 
municipality holds firm that without the conditions the license will not be granted. Violation of alcohol 
license conditions may be grounds for suspension, nonrenewal or revocation.  

License conditions should be attached to the original license. Waiting until problems occur is frequently 
too late. Before a license is granted for the first time, the initial license application may be denied for 
any reason that is not arbitrary (based on preference rather than reason or fact), capricious (contrary to 
evidence or law), or discriminatory (based on the applicant belonging to a certain classification of 
people). When a business is sold or otherwise transferred, the new business owner’s application is for a 
new original alcohol license (not a renewal), and therefore an excellent opportunity to apply license 
conditions. 

Once the license has been granted, a municipality may not unilaterally impose license conditions. Once 
awarded, a license can only be suspended, revoked or non‐renewed for cause: the municipality can 
only attach conditions to a license renewal if the licensee agrees to the conditions. For this reason, 
unless there are problems sufficiently serious to threaten the license's renewal, once the 
license is granted, the licensee no longer has an incentive to cooperate.  

Municipalities need to consider possible problems including past problems at the location prior to 
initially issuing the license. License conditions can be written to cover most aspects of the licensee’s 
business and its operation. Licensees that fail to meet those conditions find themselves facing 
suspension or revocation. License conditions should be tailored to the applicant’s situation. Municipal 
authority is broad, and each situation specific. Neighborhood groups and residents may recommend 
license conditions before a license is awarded.  

License conditions are particularly useful where an ordinance would be inappropriate. For example, an 
ordinance requiring all licensed establishments to sweep a parking lot and sidewalk area at the close of 
business may be impractical, since not all licensees will have parking areas and sidewalks. Such 
an ordinance might be unenforceable. This would be better addressed with a license 
condition. Similarly, a license condition might be an excellent way to address the hours during which a 
business is allowed to play amplified music at an outdoor patio.  

They are also appropriate to prevent dangerous situations. For example, a license condition attached to 
the license for a large venue with sidewalk and parking areas, that outlines specific 
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exterior cleaning tasks or standards, might provide an effective solution to neighborhood concerns 
about littering and trash accumulation.  Similarly, concerns about violence and/or underage drinking 
might be mitigated with license conditions that require a checkpoint at the 
door, an electronic ID scanner with memory, video cameras at specific locations, and records 
maintained for a defined time period.   

The following examples are a starting point for consideration and discussion.  

Examples of conditions for Class B – on and off premises licenses: restaurants, clubs, taverns 

Security:  

• Make the licensee responsible for maintaining an orderly queue or entrance line.

• Require all alcohol servers and bar staff to take Responsible Beverage Server Training

• Ban bar patrons who have been involved in a physical altercation, for a certain number
of days.

Management: 

• Establish a dress code, to reduce gang activity or set standard of decorum

• No flat fee or timed drinks specials.

• Limitations on entertainment, such as no live bands after 10:00 pm, no amplified music
on exterior seating.

• Set an occupancy number – the total number of individuals in the building – that reflects
the number of patrons based on concerns for public safety or crowd control. The number

set by the fire or building inspector is the upper limit, but a lower number may be placed on
the license.

• Establish and enforce employee rules prohibiting drinking or measurable alcohol in
blood or breathe or limits employees to a .04 BAC.

• Set earlier closing time: Earlier closing time makes it less likely that
a restaurant will operate as a club late in the evening. Earlier staggered closing times
can help relieve over congested sidewalks and streets resulting from uniform closing time

• Establish an acceptable sound level in cooperation with neighborhood representatives.

• Require staff to sweep and remove trash (cigarette butts) within x feet of the entrance.
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Possible conditions for Class A off‐premises licensees: 

Merchandise  

• Agrees to remove any product from the shelves immediately at the request of law
enforcement.

• Will not sell single serving containers of alcohol

• Separate coolers for alcohol and alcohol‐free beverages.

Promotional Activities 

• Prohibit alcohol tasting events where gasoline is sold

• Limit the number of tasting events annually or simultaneously

• Restrict alcohol promotions to specific areas of the store.

• Limit or prohibit alcohol advertising in the store that is viewable from the outside.
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Appendix #6: License Suspension, Non‐renewal and Revocation 

Nonrenewal, suspension and revocation involve similar legal process that must be initiated by the 
municipality on specific timelines to protect the rights of the licensee and preserve community order. 

If the municipality has criteria or guidelines for awarding alcohol licenses: 

1. Does the community know and understand the purpose and scope of the guidelines?

2. Does the licensing review process and criteria also serve as an outline for the licensee
discipline/suspension/revocation/nonrenewal actions?

3. Does local law enforcement link alcohol license guidelines and applicant review to licensee
discipline? (Learning this requires talking to both law enforcement and local licensees)

4. Are the guidelines applied to all new applicants and used to and used to settle disagreement with
existing licensees? (Are the guidelines used consistently?)

5. Who determines compliance with the terms of the licensing guidelines? A committee, the Police
Department? How does the community monitor ongoing compliance?

If the municipality does not have guidelines: 

1. Have municipal ordinances been amended to make it clear that failure to comply with any
of the documents or representations made as part of the application may result in
suspension, revocation or nonrenewal?

2. Is there another disciplinary system, for example a point system, operating independently?
If so, how was the point system developed and how often has it resulted in disciplinary
action against licensees? Point systems can be effective or ineffective, depending on
enforcement and adherence to the point schedule, which is crucial.

3. If not, how are community expectations communicated? When is the last time a licensee
was disciplined under the existing system? What was the situation and how was it resolved?

Resident option in extreme circumstances: 

In extreme situations, a resident of the municipality may choose to file a sworn complaint with the 
municipal clerk outlining at least one of the nine specific reasons the license should be suspended, 
nonrenewal or revoked as provided in 125.12(2)(ag). The complaint triggers a series of events including 
notification of the licensee and a hearing. Consultation with an attorney and local law enforcement 
should precede the decision to file a complaint. 

Created in collaboration with the Wisconsin Association of Local Health Departments and Boards (WALHDAB). 
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